
	
Fired Thoughts 

POP UP ART STUDIO 
£50 for up to 10 people, thereafter £5 per head 

Venue hire not included 
Payment on booking 

Please contact us for more information 
Website: www.firedthoughts.co.uk Email: info@firedthoughts.co.uk 

Tel: 07952064672 

Art Taster Activity Menu  
Choose your 1 Hour workshop from the list below: 

CLAY 
1. Sgraffito Tiles: Decorating technique produced by applying a layer of coloured clay slip to leather 

hard clay, then scratching through the surface to create contrasting patterns from the clay 
underneath. 
Pinch Pots: Ideal project for those new to making in clay. Formed in the hands small pots can be 
made then patterned and coloured. 
Creative Coiling: Use rolled lengths of clay to create patterns on the outside surface of a pot made 
using a former. Once removed from the former colour can be added. 
Clay Modeling - a 3-dimensional clay technique using hand-building methods to create a sculpture. 

PRINTING 
Screen: Make paper stencils, attach to a fine mesh screen to block out the ink, which is then forced 
through the screen to create a picture where the stencil is placed. 
Block: Using easily cut foam, make a printing block, ink it up to transfer the image to paper or 
fabric. 
Mono: An experimental free form method of printing which allows the taking of one print from a 
pre inked and drawn on Perspex surface.  
Lino: Using a specially treated type of lino material cut an image or pattern into the surface leaving 
raised areas, which are then inked and printed to form an image. 

PAINTING 
Colour Wheel: Learn how colours work together, experiment with colour mixing from primary to 
secondary through to tertiary colours to form a wheel of colour. 
Watercolour: The basics of watercolour painting techniques. Wet on wet, wet on dry, using salt for 
interesting effects. 
Produce a picture with a step by step guide. 
Texture: Using acrylics get to grips with some textual painting techniques. 
Barge Art: Follow a step by step guide to produce the traditional rose motif popular on the working 
canal barges of the 19th Century. 

DRAWING 
Creative Mark Making: Have fun making marks using all sorts of tools, some conventional some 
surprising. This is a good introduction to drawing for those who have never tried but would like to 
have a go. 
Continual Line Drawing: Prepare to be amazed at the results possible using this drawing technique. 
No rubbing out, mistakes are not mistakes but interesting lines, is the only rule: Don’t take your 
pencil off the paper! 
Mystery Line: Each participant is given a small section of a drawing to reproduce. When all parts 
are complete the sections are brought together to reveal the mystery picture. A great team building 
activity! 
Cartoons: A step by step guide to using line and a splash of colour to produce your own cartoon 
character. 


